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Abstract

allows us to compare the practicality of the used techniques in terms of model largeness and execution time.
A comparison of these modeling aspects, in this case
study of a complex fault-tolerant architecture with a
massive use of redundancy, provides insights in the
suitability of these techniques for the class of modeling problems.
The specific tools that we use are SHARPE [16]
and SPNP [3], primarily because of our familiarity
with these tools. Different techniques that we employ
include: Hierarchical modeling, stochastic Petri nets,
folding of stochastic Petri nets, and state truncation.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: The
next section starts with basic considerations in the
modeling process, followed by an overview of SHARPE
and SPNP, and the MARS architecture. In Section
3, we provide the assumptions and parameters for the
models to be developed in the subsequent sections. In
Section 4, we develop three different versions of MARS
dependability models, and Section 5 compares the computational tractability and the numerical results of the
three versions. Finally, the last section provides conclusions and summarizes the main points of the paper.

Analytical reliability modeling is a promising
method for predicting the reliability of different architectural variants and to perform trade-off studies at
design time.
However, generating a computationally tractable analytic model implies in general an abstraction and idealization of the real system. Construction of such a
tractable model is not an exact science, and as such,
it depends on the modeler’s intuition and experience.
This freedom can be used in formulating the same problem by more than one approach. Such a N-version modeling approach increases the confidence in the results.
In this paper, we analyze the MARS architecture
with the dependability evaluation tools SHARPE and
SPNP, employing several different techniques including:
Hierarchical modeling, stochastic Petri nets, folding of
stochastic Petri nets, and state truncation. We critically examine these techniques for their practicability
in modeling complex fault-tolerant computer architectures.
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Introduction
2

The purpose of this paper is two-fold. First, we want
to show the use of analytical reliability modeling in
order to perform trade-off studies at design time. We
use the MARS [ll]architecture for this purpose.
The second aim of the paper is to illustrate the fact
that the same system can be modeled using different
techniques and different evaluation tools.
Different modeling approaches may differ in the assumptions made, simplicity of model specification, accuracy of results and the size of problems that can be
handled. If the same-sized problem can be solved using more than one approach then the confidence in the
results will increase. We have then used N-version modeling.
Besides the beneficial aspect of increasing the confidence in the results, using different techniques also

2.1

Background
The Modeling Process

Markov models are a powerful method for describing the dependability of fault-tolerant systems. They
are well suited for expressing complex system behavior like repair actions, system reconfiguration, failure
dependencies, stress factors, and so on. However, the
process of generating and solving such a Markov model
for complex fault-tolerant systems is still a challenging
task for the modeler.
Basically, there exist two general approaches for
dealing with model largeness: Largeness tolerance and
largeness avoidance.
In the former approach, the modeler directly has to
face the model largeness in the generation and evalua-
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tion process. Generating all the states and transitions
of the Markov model is an error-prone and tedious task.
To support the modeler it is necessary to provide a
high level language for describing the model and an
automatic translation of this description into a basic
model.
Recently developed tools’ have accomplished these
needs and different modeling languages have evolved:
For example, the tools HARP [5], METFAC [2], SAVE
[8],and SURE [l]provide special input languages allowing a compact and easy to use model specification.
The tools METASAN [l?]and SPNP [3]accept extensions of stochastic Petri Nets as input.
Such description languages relieve the modeler from
generating large models, nevertheless, internally a large
model needs to be generated, stored, and solved.
Clearly, this requires the use of efficient methods of
model generation, sparse storage techniques, and sparsity preserving numerical methods of solution. Such an
approach is therefore known as largeness tolerance. It
is possible to generate and solve models with hundreds
of thousands of states with this approach. Nevertheless, practical problems soon stretch the capabilities of
the best of the methods.
Largeness avoidance is based on an attempt to evade
the generation and evaluation of a large model. State
truncation is a promising way for reducing model largeness. It is routinely used in the HARP, SAVE, SPNP,
and SURF [4] tools. The most beneficial approach in
largeness avoidance is hierarchical modeling. It is based
on the belief that the system model can be decomposed
into submodels. These submodels are evaluated separately and their results are combined using another submodel. Submodels can be further decomposed in the
like fashion. This approach is routinely used in computing the fault coverage from a coverage (or fault/errorhandling) submodel. A reliability model then takes the
coverage values as input. For an extensive survey of
coverage modeling techniques the reader is referred to
[6]. On a more pervasive level hierarchical modeling
has been adopted in SHARPE (see Section 2.2.1).

2.2

Dependability Evaluation Tools

In this subsection we briefly summarbe the main
concepts and features of the used tools SHARPE and
SPNP. While SHARPE’s philosophy is based on the
largeness avoidance approach by the means of hierarchical modeling, SPNP pursues the largeness tolerance
approach.

2.2.1

SHARPE

SHARPE [16] provides a hierarchical modeling framework for seven different kinds of models: fault trees,
reliability block diagrams, reliability graphs, Markov
and Semi-Markov chains, product-form queueing networks, generalized stochastic Petri nets, and seriesparallel acyclic directed graphs.
The major strength of this tool is the flexible mechanism for combining these different kinds of models.
Parts of the system can be analyzed separately and then
be combined hierarchically with other models. Structural as well as behavioral decomposition is possible.
Computational results can be obtained symbolically
in the time variable t . This has the advantage that
the result of one model can be inserted as a component
of another model. This property allows flexible combinations by the use of hierarchical modeling. A distribution function is expressed as a n ezponential polynomial, a function of the form: E?-,ajthjebj’ where kj is
a nonnegative integer and aj a n d i j are r e d or complex
numbers. SHARPE also allows defective distributions
which have a mass at the origin and/or at infinity. This
class of functions is closed under the operations needed
for the analysis of the models, e.g. convolution, order
statistics, mixing of distributions, and so on.
2.2.2

SPNP

SPNP [3] accepts as input a stochastic Petri Net (SPN).
Its input language is a C-based SPN language (CSPL)
which is compiled using a C-compiler and then linked
with the precompiled files constituting SPNP. In this
approach the full power of C is available.
SPNP has the ability to deal with timed and immediate transitions. One important characteristic of CSPL
is the ability to allow extensive marking dependencies.
This includes the specification of the cardinality of input arcs as functions of the number of tokens in some
places, or the definition of a boolean enabling function
associated with a transition. These properties result in
a compact model specification.
SPNP automatically converts an SPN model into
a Markov model which in turn can be solved for its

We point out that largeness avoidance often implies
an approximation. State truncation involves approximation due to the suppression of states with low probability and hierarchical modeling generally needs the
assumption of independence among submodels. More
recently, nearly-independent subsystems have been analyzed using fixed-point iteration [18].

* A comprehensive survey about existing state-of-the-art tools
can be found in [7,9,14].
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fore run time. For this purpose an upper bound for each
task’s execution time is calculated in advance [15]. In
most cases this calculated upper bound is significantly
larger than the real execution time. The remaining
processor time is used for a second time-redundant execution of the task. This technique allows an efficient
detection of transient failures which can otherwise affect the application software.
Fault-tolerance in MARS is based on the use of actively redundant components. Two actively redundant
components form a fau2t to2emnt unit (FTU). Since
each component is fail-silent, full service can still be
maintained after a component failure. However, a second failure in this FTU, before the failed component is
“repaired” can lead to system crash. To handle this
situation MARS introduces shadow components [13]
which can be added to an FTU. Figure 1shows a MARS
cluster consisting of 4 FTUs. FTU 1 and FTU 2 consist
of two actively redundant components while in FTU 3
and FTU 4 shadow components have been added.
A shadow component operates in conjunction with
the two actively redundant components. In contrast to
the behavior of other components, a shadow component does not broadcast any messages on the MARS
buses. In case of a failure of a working component, the
shadow component takes over its operation. Since a
shadow component receives and processes all incoming
messages, it keeps its internal state equivalent to the
actively redundant partner components. Therefore the
switch from the failed component to the shadow component can be performed immediately after the component failure has been detected by the membership
protocol [12]. Due to this service each working component has at time point t o b r e r o e a consistent knowledge
about the operational states of the other components
at time point tpor:. The interval between t d r e r w e and
tport is bounded above by two TDMA cycles.

steady-state or transient behavior. The results are provided at the SPN level so that the conversion into the
underlying Markov model is transparent to the user.

2.3

The MARS System

MARS (MAaintainable Real-time System) [ll] is a
fault-tolerant distributed real-time system architecture
(see Figure 1). It is designed to serve as a basic system architecture for hard real-time applications. Main
emphasis is put on a deterministic time behavior, even
under anticipated peak load conditions, i.e., when all
stimuli (events) occur with the specified maximum frequencies.

I

I

Figure 1: MARS Cluster
A MARS system consists of a set of clusters. They
can be arbitrarily connected via cluster paths. Each
cluster consists of a set of autonomous self-contained
computers, called components. These components are
loosely coupled by redundant synchronous real-time
buses (MARS-buses). Each component consists of a
single board computer and links to the real-time buses.
Communication is realized solely by the exchange of
broadcast messages, and access to the communication
channel is controlled by a TDMA-strategy (time division multiple access).
Components are assumed to be fail-silent. A “wellbehaved” component produces either correct results or
no results at all. As soon as it detects an error within
itself, it turns itself off. Extensive error detection mechanisms in hardware and software ensure a high selfchecking coverage [13].
To handle peak-load conditions, tasks are scheduled
off-line so that processor time is assigned to a task be-

3

Dependability models of M A R S

In this paper we investigate a MARS system consisting of one cluster consisting of n FTUs. FTUs within a
cluster may have various kinds of dependencies. Extension to the case of multiple clusters can also be carried
out.
We analyre two M e r e n t MARS architectures. In
the first variant each FTU consists of two actively redundant components. In the second case additional redundancy is added, decreasing the probability of spare
exhaustion failures. Each FTU now consists of two actively redundant components and a shadow component.
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3.1

Model Assumptions

turned off. With probability 1-c a failure is not covered. In this case we pessimistically assume that the
system crashes. In this model, we assume that permanent failures have the same coverage parameter as
transient failures.

For modeling the MARS system the following assumptions will be made:
Faults occurring in one component are statistically
independent of faults occurring in other components.

An Operating maintenance component is required for
restoring- the i-state of a failed component. Since the
maintenance component is actively redundant (with
a shadow component), we assume that transient istate failures can always be restored with rate k .

In our models we include transient and permanent
component faults. Each component's internal state
can be decomposed into the h-state (history-state)
and the i-stat e-(initialization-state) [14; accordingly,
transient failures are distinguished as transient hstate and transient i-state failures. The h-state comprises all relevant information which has been accumulated in the sequence of computations since the
initialization of the component. The i-state specifies
the contents of the read-only memory (i.e., program
and permanent data). While the i-state of a component is fixed after initialization, the component's
h-state changes during a computation.

e All repair activities subsequent to transient and per-

manent failures are assumed t o be perfect.
Shadow components do not send any messages on the
buses, therefore we assume that a shadow component
failure cannot lead to an FTU failure, which implies
a perfect coverage for shadow component faults.

3.2

Based on our experiences and experiments with the
existing MARS system we assume the following values for the failure rates:

Therefore, three different exponentially distributed
failure types are considered for components:

- Transient failures corrupting the h-state of a
component with failure rate

- Transient

At

=

- Permanent failures occur with rate Ap

=

failures occur with rate
1/3000 h-l.

Ah.

- Transient failures corrupting the i-state of a
component with failure rate Ai.

1/30000 h-l.

- Permanent failures occur with failure rate Ap.

Based on the relative sizes of the i-state and the hstate we choose Ah = (4/5) * At and A i = (1/5) * At.

These three different types of component failures demand three different repair actions:
e

- A corrupted h-state only requires a new initial-

Component failures are restored with the following
rates:

ization of the component's history. The time to
restore the component's h-state is exponentially
distributed with rate /,&A.

- For restoring a corrupted h-state, we assume

- If the i-state is corrupted, the component's i-

- The reboot of i-state is carried out with rate
/& = 12 h-1.

/,&h=

state needs to be rebooted. This can be carried
out periodically via a maintenance component
with rate pi.

i13]:

we assume the following coverage value
The
hardware has a self-checking coverage of 99%. We
further assume that the operating system can handie 90% of the operating system failures not covered by the hardware. Two-fold execution of a p
plication tasks fixes 99% of the remaining application software failures. Assuming 1/3 of the failures
affect the operating system and 2/3 affect the a p

a constant repair rate p p .

Due to the properties of the membership protocol the
transient bus failure rate is subsumed in the failure
rate of the components. Since two actively redundant
buses are used, the effect of permanent bus failures
is small enough to be omitted.
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-11 I

120 h-'.

- Permanent component failures are repaired with
rate
= 1/(7 * 24) h-l.

- Repair of permanent failures is carried out with

_-

Model Parameters

letters to the right of the bar represent the states of
the inactive components. F represents the FTU failure
state.
Assuming the same failure rate for working components and shadow components, we derive a transition rate 2 * c * X , + A, from state wwlw to state
ww)y,y E { h , i , p ] . The first term describes the covered failure rate of the two working components. The
second term describes the shadow component failure
rate. With rate 2 * (1- c ) *A, (where A, = Ah + A i Ap
) a failure in state wwlw is not covered and causes the
FTU failure. The failure transitions from states wwly
to wlary are derived analogously.
Component failures are recovered in parallel with
rates C(h,b, and ccp depending on the type of failure.

AS ir affected\

/ \

detected
by OS

7

detected
by OS

+

/ -\

detected
by AS

detected

by AS

4.2

Version 2: Stochastic Petri net model

Figure 2: Probability Tree

4

The hierarchical modeling approach provides a powerful yet efficient technique for modeling large and complex systems. However, this approach assumes independence of the subsystems. This assumption precludes
the modeling of global influences like shared maintenance personnel.
In this version a stochastic Petri net (SPN) is used
to compactly express the whole MARS cluster in one
model, For ease of exposition, we first discuss the SPN
model of a single FTU with shadow components (see
Figure 5 ) . We emphasise that the stochastic Petri net
model description is only used for a convenient model
specification. This model is then internally transformed
into a CTMC.
The place working represents the working components. Initially, it contains two tokens. A third token
is put in place shadmu.
The places h-fail, i-foil, and p-foil represent a failed
component, depending on the type of failure. A component failure occurs when transition fail-h, fail-i, or
fail-p fires. These firing rates ( A h , A i , and Ap) are
marking dependent. A failure can be covered (with
probability c) or not covered (with probability 1 - c),
represented by the immediate transitions COVA,
cov-i,
cov-I), respectively n-covA, n-cov-i, n-cov-p. A covered component failure is repaired and the component
becomes a shadow component when transition rep-lr,
rep-i, or rep-p fires. The marking dependent firing rates
are C(h,h, and ccp. The immediate transition sh-to-wo
fires iff there are less then two tokens in place working. This transition is enabled by the inhibitor arc from
place working.
A MARS cluster consisting of n FTUs is modeled as
an array with n such Petri (sub)nets.
Firing stops if no token is in one of the places
working in the array or one token is in one of the places

N-Versions of the MARS reliability
model

For modeling each of the two different types of
MARS systems (FTU without shadow component and
FTU with shadow component) 3 versions of models
have been developed. These models are solved using
SHARPE or SPNP.
In the following, we discuss the modeling techniques
used for each of the 3 versions and explain the derived
models. To keep the paper compact we restrict ourselves to presenting only the models for the MARS architecture using shadow components. Corresponding
models for the architectural variant without shadow
components can be easily derived.

4.1

Version 1: Hierarchical model

In this version a largeness avoidance approach has
been chosen. Each FTU is modeled as a continuoustime Markov chain (CTMC). Assuming that the FTUs
are statistically independent, these CTMCs are hierarchically combined via a series block diagram to form a
MARS cluster model. This version is evaluated using
SHARPE.
Following the chosen assumptions described in Section 3.1, for the architectural variant of an FTU with
a shadow component, we derive the CTMC shown in
Figure 3.
Operational states are labelled w w ( z or w ( z z , z E
{Y, h, i , p } ( w = working, h = transient h-state failure,
i = transient i-state failure, and p = permanent failure). The number of w’s to the left of the bar indicates
the number of working components in the FTU. The
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ize that components spend only a small percentage of
time in the state "transient failure". Due to the faulttolerance mechanisms in MARS, 2 * n components can
be concurrently in this state. However such operational
system states with nearly 2 t n failed components caused
through transient failures are extremely improbable. In
our truncation approach we study the impact of truncating these states on the model si5c and the model
result. For more details the reader is referred to Section 5.2.

failed in the array. In this case, to reduce the number
of absorbing states in the underlying CTMC model, an
immediate transition clear-all flushes all token from all
places into a place called final. For the clarity of exposition, this transition is not shown in the figure.
The model developed here, provides a good basis
for relaxing the assumption of FTUs' independence.
Global influences like correlated failures, failure/repa.ir
dependencies, or stress factors could be easily incorporated by adding new transitions or modifying the firing
rates of existing transitions.
Test runs have revealed (see Section 5) that the
above described modeling approach is not directly a p
propriate for modeling a MARS system with shadow
components. Due to the massive use of redundancy,
the state space grows tremendously. To reduce the state
space, the use of state truncation is necessary.
One attempt at getting the problem of state space
explosion under control is the suppression of states with
a low probability. Inspecting the failure and repair
behavior of MARS components closely, one can real-

4.3

Version 3: Folding of the stochastic
Petri net

Models as developed in Version 2 tend to become intractable for practical use. However, the models from
Version 2 contain more information than is required for
reliability analysis. If we assume that all FTUs are statistically identical then it is only necessary to keep track
of how many FTUs are in each of their possible states.
In particular, the identity of the state of each FTU is
not important. This idea can be used to considerably
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cov-p

i-coo

h-cor

covi

covh

Figure 4: Stochastic Petri net model of an FTU
reduce the overall state space.
For this purpose the CTMC from Version 1 (see Figure 3) is interpreted as a stochastic Petri net. The
states of the CTMC denote the places in the Petri net,
while the state transitions of the CTMC are now interpreted as SPN transitions. Each token represents
exactly one FTU, and a token in a particular place
represents an FTU in this descriptive FTU state. For
describing a MARS cluster with n FTUs, we just have
to fill in n tokens in place wwIw. The system fails (and
all firing stops) if at least one token reaches place F.
Similar to the models from Version 2, these models provide a good basis for extensions, relaxing the
assumption of FTUs’ independence. As an example,
we analyze the impact of a shared maintenance person. The model with shared repair is called Version 3.b
(shared repair). It should be noted that this extension
(3.b) does not change the number of states but only
changes the transition rates in the underlying CTMC.

5

Discussion of the Results

We analyze MARS clusters consisting from 1 up to 6
FTUs, assuming that all FTUs are needed to be oper-

ational. The main emphasis is placed on a comparison
of the different versions. Comparison criteria are the
numerical results (MTTF), the models’ she (number
of states and transitions), and the evaluation applicability (execution time).
The next subsection concentrates on a comparison
of the three basic versions. Subsection 5.2 studies the
impact of truncation techniques applied on the model
of Version 2. Finally, the assumption of FTU independence is relaxed in Subsection 5.3.

5.1

Comparison of the 3 basic Versions

When comparing the output of the three versions we
start with the MTTF. Since different techniques have
been used for generating the models, this comparison
supports a model validation. At the same time, these
models have been evaluated by different tools. These
two aspects - different modeling techniques and different tools - increase the modeler’s confidence in the
numerical model results. This comparison also allows a
validation of the model solution algorithms of SHARPE
and SPNP.
Tables 1 and 2 show the MTTF in hours for the
three basic versions. A comparison of the results shows
that Version 2 and 3 (both evaluated with the SPNP
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FTUs

I

Version 1

Version 2

Hierarchical M. I Stoch. Petri Net

I Version 3

I

Folding

Table 1: MTTF in hours for FTUs without shadows
Table 4: Execution Time in seconds for FTUs without
shadows

.

FTUs

Version 1
Hierarchical M.

Version 2
Stoch. Petri Net

1
2
3
4
5
6

3.06489388~+06
.~~
1.53245962~+06
1.02164803e+06
7.66242256e+05
6.12998793~+05
5.10836484~+05

3.06487933~+06
1.53245215~+06
1.02164309e+06

~

~

-

-

Version 3

Folding
3.06487933~+06
1.53245215~+06
1.02164309~+06
7.6623855%+05
6.1'2995833405
5.10834020~+05

Table 2: MTTF in hours for FTUs with shadows
Table 5: CTMC Sizes for FTUs with shadows
package) produce exactly the same results. Version 1
(solved using SHARPE) computes a slightly different
result; the difference being negligible.
For the MARS architecture with shadow components, version does not produce any results for
ters with 4 or more FTUs. To further investigate this
fact, let us have a closer look to the Tables 3 - 6.

The data show that the use of shadow components in Version soon
in a
intractable model, caused through the state explosion of
the CTMC. One can see that the folding technique, applied in Version 3, is a promising approach in handling
the model largeness.
Completely different is the situation in Version 1.
Due to the "divide and conquer" principle, the hieratchical modeling approach is most rewarding in dealing
with the model complexity. Since each FTU is analysed separately and then hierarchically combined via
a series block diagram. An additional FTU in a MARS
cluster does not affect the model size and complexity.
However, this approach implies FTUs' independence,

Table 3: CTMC Sizes for FTUs without shadows

I FTUS 11

Tables 3 and 5 show the CTMC sizes in terms of number
of states and transitions. Table 4 and 6 list the execution time in seconds on a DEC-station 3100 configured
with 16 MByte main memory and l28MBytes swap
space. The execution time values serve only as trends
for the computational effort and are not intended as
machine or evaluation program benchmark. It should
be noted that the elapsed time could be significantly
larger than the execution time due to the swap activities.

1

Version 1
I
Version
2
I Version 3
.~
Hierarchical M. Stoch. Petri Net
Folding
~

0.2

1.5

1.3

317.9

0.2

Table 6: Execution Time in seconds for FTUs with
shadows

21 5

I

truncation. However, it can be solved to provide sufficiently accurate results using truncation.

an assumption which can be relaxed in Versions 2 and
3 (see Subsection 5.3).
5.2

State Truncation

II Trunc. IIIL

State explosion of the CTMC model makes a practical evaluation of models from Version 2 with 4 or more
FTUs with shadow components infeasible. However,
many of these states are only reached with extremely
low probability. A suppression of these states can cause
a significant reduction of the model states without significantly affecting the accuracy of the results.
In this subsection we illustrate the impact of truncation techniques and provide a comparison of different truncation levels with respect to the MTTF, the
model size, and the execution time. To study the impact of truncation on the MARS cluster, we define truncation levels. Truncation level 0 means no truncation
at all. Since a MARS cluster with n FTUs can tolerate 2 * n “transient failed components”, at truncation
level 1 states representing a system with 2 * n “transient failed components” are considered to be absorbing states. This system can therefore tolerate 2 * n - 1
transient faults concurrently. Similarly at truncation
level i the system can tolerate 2 * n - i transient faults
concurrently.
In the first experiment, we consider a system with 3
FTUs, with truncation levels 5 to 0. Table 7 illustrates
the rapid decrease of the model size and its execution
time. Further note that below truncation level 4, the
resulting MTTF remains essentially the same.

Trunc.

Model size

level
5
4
3
2
1
0

11

(1

(1

states

trans.

136
361
641
866
974
1001

855
2568
4936
6949
7957
8200

I

I

1

I

Execution

6
4

5.3

I

I

I

1

I

I
I

I

14805
35605
62315

835.9
2718.9
8356.1

MTTF
7.66231039e+05
7.66238553e+05
7.66238553e+05

Global Influences

FTUs
1
2
3
4
5
6

Version 3
Ind. Benair

I

~-

)I
11
I,

11

x

2.42581580e+05
2.42581580e+05
1.20396946e+05
1.21363407e+05
-_.
,
- .- ... -.
- -8.09573157e+04
. - - . ...
. - I 7.96728606e+04
-6.07542450e+04
5.93139935e+04
4.86323826e+04 I 4.71012799e-CO4
-. -4.05511243e+04 I 3.89616962e+04
~

11I1

Version 3.b

I Shared ReD&
- ~ -

-

.
.

~

I

-

I
1

Table 9: Comparison of the MTTFs for FTUs without
shadows

1

FTUs

Version 3

Ind. Repair

Table 7: Truncation for a MARS cluster with 3 FTUs

5
6

The slightly larger execution time for truncation
level 0 in this version compared with Version 2 with
3 FTU and no truncation at all is caused by the more
complex description of the enabling function for flushing all tokens if all firing stops.
In the second experiment, we analyze a MARS cluster with 4 FTUs. This model is evaluated with truncation levels 7 to 4. We note that a MARS system model
Version 2 with 4 FTUs cannot be solved without state

11
11

6.12995833e+05
5.10834020e+05

I

I

Version 3.b

Shared Repair

5.59966226e+05
4.66648191~+05

Table 10: Comparison of the MTTFs for FTUs with
shadows
In Table 9 and 10 we illustrate the impact of the
shared repair person on system’s MTTF. It is evident
that the influence of the shared repair person increases,
due to the growing down-time intervals of permanently
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71 I

Execution II

Models developed in Version 3 provide a good basis
for relaxing the assumption of FTU’s independence. In
the next experiment we assume that there is only one
shared repair person for fixing permanent component
failures. Since this model modification does not change
the model size, we only list the MTTF here.

MTTF
8.59848920e+05
1.02163808e+06
1.02164308e+06
1.02164309e+06
1.02164309e+06
1.02164309e+06

I

Table 8: Truncation for a MARS cluster with 4 FTUs

Time
23.1
83.5
172.6
256.8
313.9
323.3

1702
3766
6236

5

I

Model size

I

failed components, with the number of components.
For a MARS cluster with 6 FTUs without shadow components the shared repair person's impact is 4%. Using
FTUs with shadow components it reaches 10%.

6

Conclusion

We have analyzed the MARS architecture using different modeling techniques and two different evaluation
tools. The modeling techniques have been compared in
terms of their numerical results (MTTF), their model
size (number of states and transitions), and their evaluation applicability (execution time).
The numerical results have revealed that due t o the
massive use of redundancy in MARS, brute force methods such as the fcrmulation of the MARS cluster in one
stochastic Petri Net, soon result in mathematically intractable models. Using advanced modeling techniques
such as folding of Petri Nets, suppression of states with
low probability via state truncation, or hierarchical
modeling, the problem class can be solved with stateof-the-art evaluation tools in reasonable time.
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